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Processes
whichconfinephotoelectrons
to theplasmasphere
(e.g.,collisional
backscattering
fromthe
thermosphere
andmagnetic
trappingdueto pitchangleredistribution
through
Coulomb
collisions
in the
plasmasphere)
tend to increase
the steadystatephotoelectron
flux in the plasmasphere
abovethe
amplitude
levelthatwouldotherwise
havebeenattained.
Theoretical
calculations
arepresented
of steady
statephotoelectron
fluxesin the plasmasphere,
for specified
atmospheric
andionospheric
conditions.
(Observational
plasmaline intensitydatafor theseconditions
existand will be compared
elsewhere.)
Generalfeaturesof the angulardistributionare presented
andcompared
withobservations.
The transparencyof theplasmasphere
andthebackscattering
properties
of thethermosphere
areinvestigated.
The
buildupeffectdueto collisional
backscatter
aloneiscalculated,
andthecombined
buildupeffectofpitch
angle diffusionand backscatteris estimated.It is found that the inclusionof theseeffectsincreasesthe

steadystatephotoelectron
fluxamplitudein theplasmasphere
by about50%overthevalueobtainedwhen
thebuildupeffects
areneglected.
The calculated
steadystatephotoelectron
fluxesin theplasmasphere
are
in good agreementwith the available observations.

INTRODUCTION

at 1000 km) separatelyfrom that in the plasmasphereabove.
This
separation necessitatesthe imposition of a boundary
In his study of the thermal structure of the ionosphere,
condition
(the downward photoelectronflux) at this altitude,
Hanson[1963] showedthat a substantialfraction of the photoelectronsproducedaround300 km escapeto the plasmasphere which is not known, however, but must be found along with
and thereby affect the electron gas heating rate above this the photoelectrondistributionin the ionosphereand the plasaltitude. Following experimentalverificationof this prediction masphere.It also naturally leads to terminologyas 'photo[Carlson,1966], severalcalculationsof the photoelectron'es- electronescape,''escapeflux,' etc., which, althoughit is useful,
couplingand,
cape'flux have beenpresented[Nisbet, 1968;Nagy andBanks, concealsthe essentialionosphere-plasmasphere
as a consequence,can be misleading;indeed, it has been the
1970;Ciceroneand Bowhill, !971b; Mantas andBowhill, 1975].
source of errors. (Here we are again faced with the not so
The problemof photoelectronescapehasalsobeenstudiedin
connectionwith the thermal structureof' the ionosphereand uncommonsituationin which originally usefulconceptseventually become sourcesof error and a hindranceto the further
the plasmasphere[Geislerand Bowhill, 1965a,b; Evans, 1967a,
development of the theory.) If the incoming flux (upper
b, 1968; Sanatani and Hanson, 1970; Bauer et al., 1970; Swartz
boundary condition) is assumedto be zero and the upward.
eta!., 1975;Bailey et al., 1975], the predawn electrontemper-

'areassumed
to be freeto escape,
thenthe
atureand the 6300-3.airglowenhancement
[Carlson,1966, movingelectrons
!967, 1974; Carlson and We#l, 1967; Fontheimet al., !968;
Noxon and riohanson,1970;Nagy and Banks, 1971; Wickwar,
1972, 1974], and possibleperturbationson the predawnelectron concentration[Shawhahet al., 1970;Nagy et al., !973].
Incoherent scatter radar plasma line intensity observations
[Yngvesson
and Perkins, 1968; Ciceroneand Bowhill, 197!a]

and in situ measurements
by satellite-borne
probes[Raoand
Don!ey,1969;Rao and Maier, 1970;Knudsen,1972;Hays and
Sharp,1973;Doeringet al., 1970,1976]haveprovidedvaluable
information about the steady state flux amplitudeand its
energyand pitch angledistribution.Despitethis substantial
progress,there remainimportantaspectsof the steadystate
photoelectronflux which have not been adequatelyinvestigated.The work presented
hereinis directedtowardtheinvestigationof certainsuchattributesof the photoelectron
flux at
high altitudes.

The theoretical
problemunderconsideration
isthedeterminationof the photoelectron
distributionin a magneticfield
tube in the ionosphere
above,--120km. For a numberof
physicaland computationaI
reasons
it hasbeenfoundto be
convenient,however,to calculatethe photoelectron
distribution in the ionosphere
belowa certainaltitude(usuallytaken
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upward flux at the upper 'boundary'can be properlycalled
escapeflux. The incomingflux at the boundaryis not, however, zero becausea fractionof the electronspassingthrough
this boundary in the outward direction reenterthe ionosphere
after they are backscatteredfrom the conjugateionosphere
[Banks and Nagy, I970; Nagy and Banks, 1970; Mantas•nd

Walker, 1976]and the plasmasphere
[Lejeuneand Wormset,
19761.
The backscatteringof electronsfrom the thermosphereand
the redistributionof the pitch angle through Coulomb colli-

sionsin the plasmasphere
imply that photoelectrons
can be
quasi-trappedin the plasmasphere
and, as a consequence,
that
the steadystatephotoelectronflux in a magneticfield tube in
the plasmasphere
can be much larger than the sum of the
fluxesenteringthe field tubeboundaries.Thishasbeenpointed
out by Sanataniand Hanson[!970] and NagyandBanks[1970]
and is consistentwith the observedlarge thermal electrongas

temperaturegradientsat high altitudes in the mid-latitude
ionosphere [Et)ans, !967a, b; Petit, 1968; Hagen and Hsu,
1974],which cannotbe explainedon the basisof the simple
photoelectronescapeconceptalone [EvansandMantas, 1968;
Evans, !968; SanataniandHanson, !970]. That quasi-trapping

of photoelectrons
in the plasmasphere
occurshasalsobeen
inferredby Wrenn[1974]from Isissatellitemeasurements
and
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theoreticallydemonstratedby Lejeuneand Wormset[1976].
Therefore in the actual physicalsituation the photoelectron
flux observedat the ionosphere-plasmasphere
boundaryrepresents essentiallythe steady state rate of photoelectronexchangebetweenthe ionosphereand the plasmasphere,
and not
an escapeflux in the sensethat this term has hitherto been
used.It is thereforeclearthat to calculatethe actualphotoelectron flux at any point on a magneticfieldlinein the ionosphere
or the plasmasphere,
one mustobtain a solutionof the photoelectrontransport equation either by treating the entire magneticfield tube as a singleunit or by properlymatchingat the
boundaryseparatesolutionsfor the two regions.In the present
calculationsthe latter approach,with certain clearly stated
simplifications,is taken.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING PHOTOELECTRONS
IN THE IONOSPHERE AND PLASMASPHERE

flux [seeMantas and Bowhill, 1975]) confinedin the plasmasphereis about 80 s. In this time intervalthe photoelectronwill
cover a distanceAs • 2 X 10x• X (E•/Ne) -• 1.5 X 10•ø Cm.
The path length of an electronentering a field tube with L =
!.5 at 1000 kin, with a pitch angle of, say, 87ø, through the
magnetosphereto the magnetic conjugateis about !.73 X
l lY cm (collisionsneglected)and decreases
by about a factor of
2 as the initial pitch angle(measuredfrom the forward direction) goesto zero. Therefore an averagephotoelectronescaping from the ionosphereoverArecibo(L = 1.42), if it couldbe
containedin the plasmasphere,
hassufficientenergyto traverse
the plasmasphere!0-20 times (dependingon its initial pitch
angle) beforebeing thermalized.
In this estimatewe haveconsideredphotoelectronsentering
a plasmasphere
field tube from the ionospherebelow. If pitch
angle scatteringin the plasmasphereand collisionalbackscattering of the phtoelectronsat the field tube boundariesare
neglected,then the photoelectronswill traversethe plasmasphere only once and will be subsequentlyabsorbedin the
ionosphere.In such a casethe photoelectronlifetime in the
plasmaspherewill be equal to the time required for a single
traversalof the plasmasphere
rather than equalto the thermalization time estimatedabove.Essentially,the assumptionof a
single traversal is implicitly made when one estimatesthe
photoelectronflux in the plasmasphereasthe sumof the fluxes
enteringthe field tube boundariesfrom the ionospherebelow.
However, collisional backscatteringof photoelectronsfrom
the thermosphereand pitch angle scatteringin the plasmasphereconstitutemechanismsof containmentof photoelectrons in the plasmasphere.The meanphotoelectronlifetimein
the plasmasphereis thereforehigherthan the time requiredfor
a singletraversalof the distancebetweenthe fieldtube boundaries, and, as a consequence,
the steadystate photoelectron
densityand flux in the plasmasphereare higherthan the correspondingquantitieswhen containmenteffectsare neglected.
To obtain a quantitative estimateof the photoelectronflux
buildup in the plasmaspheredue to collisional backscatter
containmentalone,we follow a proceduresuggested
by Mantas [1973, 1975].The photoelectron
transportequation(see(1)
below) is solved in the ionospherebelow 1000 km for sunlit
conditionsand an upperboundaryconditionof no incoming
flux. This solutionprovidesthe firstestimateof the steadystate
flux in the ionosphereand of the escapephotoelectronflux at
1000km. The attenuationof the escapeflux in traversingthe
plasmasphere
is then calculated,and (1) is againsolvedfor the
ionospherebelow 1000 kin, with the primary photoelectron

Before we proceedfurther, it will be usefulto considerthe
exchangeof photoelectronsbetweenthe ionosphereand the
plasmasphereand the mean photoelectronlifetimes in the
ionosphereandplasmasphere
at large.For thepresentpurpose
we will definethe photoelectronlifetime in the ionosphereas
the mean time a freshly producedphotoelectronof average
energy(about 30 eV) remainsin the ionospherebeforeit either
is thermalizedor escapesto the plasmasphere.It is then clear
that for given photoelectronproductionconditionsthosefactors which increasethe photoelectron lifetime in a certain
region of the ionospherelead to increasesin the steady state
number of photoelectrons,and in the photoelectronflux amplitude, in that region.
The steadystatephotoelectrondensitywithin a certainvolume in the ionosphereis determinedby the ratesof photoelectron productionand loss.For the ionospherebelow 1000 kin,
as a whole, photo-ionizationand secondaryionizationconstitute the major photoelectronsources.To thesesources,one
must also add whatever photoelectronsmay enter the ionospherefrom above.Photoelectronlossesconsistof photoelectron thermalization(through inelasticcollisionswith the neutral atmosphericconstituentsand through'continuous'energy
transfer to the ambient electrongas) and photoelectronescape
to the plasmasphere.
For any smallvolumeelementwithin the
ionosphere,transport servesas both a photoelectronsource
and a sink. In viewingthe ionosphereas a whole, apart from
leading to photoelectronescapeto the plasmasphere,photoelectron transport redistributesthe photoelectronpopulation
in altitude, from regionsof high thermalization rate to regions
of low thermalizationrate and thereby affectsthe mean photo- productionrate setequalto zero and an incomingflux (upper
electron lifetime.
boundarycondition) equal to the attenuatedescapeflux. This
Similar factors also determinethe steady state number of solutionprovidesthe first estimateof the electron'albedo' and
photoelectrons
in a magneticfieldtube in theplasmasphere.
In the contributionto the steadystate flux below 1000 km by
this case the photoelectronescapeflux from the ionosphere photoelectrons
originatingin the conjugateionosphere.Furconstitutesthe photoelectronsource(possibleenergizationof ther contributionsdue to multiple reflectionsbetweenthe conthermal electronsthrough wave particle interactionsor other jugate ionospheres
are obtainedby repeatingthe last cycle.
meansbeingneglected).Photoelectron
thermalizationthrough
The linearity of (1) permitsthe constructionof the steady
energylossto the ambientthermal plasma and escapeto the statephotoelectronfluxesin the ionosphereand the plasmaionospherefrom the field tubeboundariesconstitutethe pho- sphereby superpositionof the appropriatecomponentsof
toelectronlossesin the plasmasphere.
thesesolutions.In this procedure,pitch anglescatteringin the
The thermalization time for an energeticelectron of initial plasmasphereis neglected. To obtain an estimate of the
that includescollisional
energy Eo (eV) in a completelyionized plasma of uniform steadystateflux in the plasmasphere
densityNe (cm-•) and temperatureof a few thousandkelvin is backscatterfrom the thermosphere
and pitch anglescattering
the resultsof the abovecalculationsare
approximatelygivenby r (s) • 4300 (Eo3/2/Ne).By taking the in the plasmasphere,
mean thermal electrondensityin a magnetosphericfield tube combinedwith those of Lejeuneand Wormser[1976] which
as 5 X 1!Ycm-3 the therma!ization time for a 20-eV photoelec- includepitch anglediffusionin the plasmasphere
but not backtron (approximatelyequal to the mean energyof the escape scatterfrom the thermosphere.
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THEORY OF PHOTOELECTRONTHERMALIZATION AND
TRANSPORT IN THE IONOSPHERE

The numberof photoelectrons
found at any time in a volumeelementat a certainaltitude,with energies
in a specified
energyintervaland velocityvectorsin a specified
solidangle
element,is determinedby thebalancebetweenproductionand
lossprocesses.
Theseincludephoto-ionization
and secondary
ionizationby electronimpact,discrete
andcontinuous
energy
degradation,and transport.If it is assumedthat (1) photo-

et al., 1974]. The cosineof the angle 3' betweenthe incident
photonand the geomagnetic
field is givenby [Mariani, 1964]
cos3' = cosbsin(I+X)

cos•-

sin•cos(I+

X)

Here, • is the solardeclination,I is the magneticdip angle,X is
the geographiclatitude, and 4>is the local time angle;a(E) is
an energydependentasymmetryparameter[cf. Mansonet al.,
1974], and P•(x) = •(3x• - 1) is recognizedas the seconddegreeLegendrepolynomial.
electron thermal-electron interactions lead to continuous enThe secondand third termsin (1) arisefrom the photoelecergytransferbut do not affectthe directionof the photoelec- tron thermal-electroninteraction [Mantas, 1975].The energy
path, for E > 2
tron motion, (2) elastic collisionswith neutrals and ions lead lossper unit lengthalongthe photoelectron
to photoelectronscatteringwithout energytransfer,(3) in- eV, by this processis approximatelygiven [cf. $chunk and
elasticcollisionslead to discreteenergy transfer and forward Hays, 1971] by
scattering,(4) ionizingcollisionslead to singleionizationand
dE/ds = -(•Ne(s)/E) (eV/cm)
(2)
forwardscattering,and (5) transportoccursonly along the
magneticfield (whichis assumedto be uniform), it can thenbe For E < 2 eV the energytransferrate is stronglydependent
shown[seeMantas, 1975]that the steadystatephotoelectron uponthe ambientelectrontemperature,and(1) and(2) are no
longer valid.
flux •(z, E, t•) (cm-• eV-• s-• sr-•) satisfiesthe equation
A numericalmethodfor solving(1) has beendiscussed
by
Mantas [1975], and solutionsfor a sunlit ionospherewithout
+
contributionfrom the conjugateionospherehave beengiven
by Mantas and Bowhill [!975]. This equationhas also been
applied to the problem of soft electronpenetrationinto the
+ •1 N,(z)trt
r(E)'•(z, E, t•) = Q(z,E, $•)
atmosphereby Mantas and Walker [1976].The presentcalculations are essentiallysimilar to those in the abovereferences
except for the inclusionof a small term in the differenceform
of (1) given by Mantas [1975], neglectedin the first of the

+ Z/

+

j

+ m,2,

abovereferences,
andtheuseof boundary
conditions
appropriate for the presentproblem.
PHOTOELECTRON FLUXES IN THE PLASMASPHERE

A proper treatment of the problem of photoelectronfluxes
in the plasmaspherewould require the solutionof the transwherez, E, and/• are independentvariablesrepresentingthe
port equation for photoelectronsthat takes accountof the
distancealong the magneticfield lines in centimeters,the endivergenceof the magneticfield linesand includesthe effectsof
ergy in electronvolts, and the cosineof the pitch angle(meacollisionsbetweenphotoelectronsand the ambient plasma
sured from the upward direction), respectively;Ne(z), Nffz) particles. In the present treatment we take account of the
are the electron, neutral, and ion number densities in cubic
divergence of the magnetic field lines and its effect on the
centimeters;! is the ionospherecomposition index that inphotoelectronenergylossto the ambientthermalelectrongas.
cludesall ionosphericconstituentswith the exceptionof ther- However, we neglectpitch angle redistributionthrough collimal electrons;trot(E),rr•(E), rrd(E), and rrzt(E)are the total, sions in the plasmasphere.Quantitative estimatesof the effect
elastic,excitation,and ionizationcrosssectionsin squarecen- of pitch anglediffusionthroughcollisionsin theplasmasphere
timeters,respectively;W•2is the excitationpotentialof thej
on the magnitude of the flux buildup will be made later.
stateof the constituentl; Pz*(E,3t', t•) is the angulardistribu- However, we qualitativelynote here that in addition to injecttion density for elasticscatteringof electronswith pitch angle
ing a fraction of photoelectronsinto magneticallytrapped
cosinesin the interval d•' about t•' to d3tabout it; Pti(E, E') is orbits, collisions inhibit transport (the same effect as that
the energydistributiondensityof the postcollisionelectronsin found in the ionosphere,which has been discussed
by Banks
ionizingcollisions.For any fixed valueof E' _> Wtt(where Wz• and Nagy [1970] and Mantas andBowhill [1975]).Both effects
is the ionizationpotentialof the statei of the constituenti, and tend to retain a larger fractionof photoelectrons
in the plasE' is the incident electronenergy)the integral
maspherethan when they are neglected.Inclusionof collisions
would therefore lead to higher steady state photoelectron
fluxesin the plasmaspherethan when they are neglected.The
importanceof collisionsin retaining a substantialnumberof
in accordance
with the assumption
that only singleionization photoelectronsin the plasmaspherehas beenbroughtout by
occurs.Q(z, E, t•) (cm-a eV -• s-• sr-•) is the photoelectron the work of Wormset [1973].
A photoelectrontraversingthe plasmasphere
interactswith
source,and/5 = 2.59 X 10-• eV•' cm•.
The photoelectronsourcecan be written as Q(z, E, t•) = q(z, the ambient thermal electrongaswith an energytranfer rate
E)g(E, t•), whereq(z, E) is the photo-ionizationrate energy given by (2). Integration of (2) gives
/

fo
•'-w•
Pz•(E,
E')
dE
=2

spectrum and

E(s) =

E•(so)- 2[•

) ds'

(3)

g(E, g) = •{1 - [o•(E)/2]P•(cos'7) P• (t•)}
for the energyof a photoelectronat a distanceas from its
is the pitchangledistributionof the sourceelectrons[Manson initial positionso,whereit had the energyE(so).The integra.
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tion in (3) must be carriedout alongthe photoelectrontrajectory.

the flux at the boundariesof the plasmaspherefield tube connectingthe local and conjugateionospheres.

When collisionsareneglected,
the distanceelementds' along
PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
the path of an electronmovingin a dipolefieldcan be easily
obtainedfrom theequationsof themagneticfieldlinesandthe
In the calculationswe have employed two model atmoconstraintimposedby the transverseadiabaticinvariantas
spheresand ionospheresmatchedto the prevailingconditions
on December 18, 1971, at Arecibo, Puerto Rico. For this day,

ds' = Rr•Lsin• 0 (3 cos•' 0 + 1)•/2 dO{[sin6 0 - sins a0

plasma line intensity data were obtained with the Arecibo
incoherentscatterradar. The intensityof the plasmaline signal
- sinø00((3 cos
•'0 + 1)/(3 cos
2 0o+ 1))•/•']•/•}
-•
(4)
is relatedto the angularand energyspectraof the steadystate
thereforeprovide a
where Re is the earth's radius, L is the Mcllwain coordinate, 0 photoelectronflux. These observations
is the polar angleat the endof ds',andao and00arethe pitch data base for direct comparisonof calculatedand measured
andpolar angles,respectively,
at So.By substituting
(6) and(4) plasma line intensitiesfor matchedsolar, goemagnetic,and
into (3) and integrating(numerically)over the polar anglein local thermosphericconditions.A detailedcomparisonof the
the interval(0o,0) we can calculatethe energyof an electronin observedand calculatedplasmaline intensitieshas beenprethe plasmasphere
as a functionof 0 and its initial energyand sented[Mantaset al., 1975]andwill be furtherelaboratedin a
subsequentpaper.

pitch angle.

The electronpitch angleat 0 is givenby the expression

Model Atmospheres
andIonospheres

' ao)=COS-•{
Sin•
o•(00o,
10 [sin• 0
(3cos•0+l)•/•]
-sinsa0sin
60o
3cos
200+! •/•'}(5)
The photoelectronflux alonga fieldline in theplasmasphere
can be easily calculatedfrom the singleparticle energyand
pitch angle,(3) and (5), and the magneticfield strengthalong
the magnetic field line in question. For the presentwe are
interestedin obtainingan estimateof the total attenuationof
the photoelectronflux in traversingthe plasmasphere
and the •
photoelectronflux buildup due to backscatteringfrom the
ionospherebelow 1000 km. Therefore we need only calculate

The model neutral atmospheresare based on the Jacchia
[1971] model for the prevalentsolar and geomagneticconditions and are consistentwith exospherictemperaturesinferred
from observed ion temperatures at 300 km. The observed
electron concentrationprofiles were matched to the plasma
line altitudes(see,for example,Bookerand Smith [!970], pp.
469, 495) between300 and 600 kin. The neutral atmospheric
densitiesand the electron concentrationprofilesare given in
Table 1. We have taken the conjugateionosphereand atmosphereto have the same densityand compositionas the ionosphere and atmosphereabove Arecibo. This assumedsymmetrysimplifiesthe calculationsconsiderably
without affecting
the conclusionsreachedin this study.

TABLE 1. Model Atmospheresand Electron Density Profiles

Altitude,

[O],

[N2],

[O2],

[He],

[N•],

km

cm -a

cm-a

cm -•

cm-a

cm-a

!20
150
200
250
300
350
400
500

600
700
800
900
1000

8.8 /tST on December 18, 197I, T•o = 355 K, T• = 940 K, X = 600
1.53(11)*
4.25(11)
6.27(10)
3.50(7)
2.66(10)
3.05(10)
3.35(9)
1.48(7)

5.50(9)
1.75(9)
6.40(8)
2.49(8)
9.98(7)
1.70(7)
3.06(6)
5.81(5)
1.15(5)
2.39(4)
5.19(3)

2.42(9)
3.51(8)
6.22(7)
1.20(7)
2.44(6)
1.! 1(5)
5.53(3)
3.01(2)
1.78(1)
1.13(0)
7.80(-2)

1.94(8)
2. !6(7)
3.00(6)
4.60(5)
7.44(4)
2.17(3)
7.06(1)
2.54(0)
1.00(- 1)
4.31(- 3)
2.02(-4)

7.94(6)
5.54(6)
4.19(6)
3.27(6)
2.59(6)
1.66(6)
1.08(6)
7.13(5)
4.76(5)
3.21(5)
2.19(5)

1.58(5)
2.00(5)
5.20(5)
1.40(6)
9.40(5)
4.60(5)
2.60(5)
1.13(5)
6.80(4)
4.55(4)
3.10(4)
2.12(4)
1.50(4)

I0.5 ASTon December 18, 197!, T•o = 355 K, T• = 1000 K, X = 51 ø

120
150
200
250
300
350
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

1.53(! 1)
2.65(10)
5.50(9)
1.79(9)
6.80(8)
2.76(8)
1.16(8)
2.19(7)
4.38(6)
9.16(5)
2.00(5)
4.57(4)
1.08(4)

*Read 1.53(11) as 1.53 X 10TM

4.25(11)
3.04(10)
2.47(9)
3.78(8)
7.18(7)
1.51(7)
3.34(6)
1.81(5)
1.08(4)
6.99(2)
4.89(1)
3.68(0)
2.98(- 1)

6.27(!0)
3.35(9)
1.99(8)
2.36(7)
3.56(6)
6.00(5)
1.07(5)
3.84(3)
1.53(2)
6.70(0)
3.21(- 1)
1.67(-2)
9.41(-4)

3.50(7)
1.46(7)
7.77(6)
5.39(6)
4.09(6)
3.22(6)
2.57(6)
1.69(6)
I. 13(6)
7.62(5)
5.21(5)
3.60(5)
2.59(5)

3.00(5)
3.45(5)
9.10(5)
2.52(6)
!.70(6)
8.30(5)
•4.70(5)
2.28(5)
1.28(5)
8.60(4)
5.70(4)
3.80(4)
2,60(4)
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The electrondensityalonga dipolemagneticfield line in an

isothermal(To = Tt = 3000øK) plasmasphere
is given by
[Angerami
and Thomas,1964]

--

•

E>7

(•)

LOCALAND CONJUGATE

'•

HEMISPHERE

SUNLIT

-

_

I0

./Veo

8

Ne(z)
= r/-• {exp
(-z/H•)+ r/•exp
(-z/H•)
----

+ r/aexp(-z/H,)} •/•'

E>•ev

5

E>15

6

(6)

wherethe geopotentialheightz for an isothermalplasmasphereis

Z(0o,
0)=R0
{(1
- sin
•'00/sin'
0)
•'R0
}
+ •g0
(sin2
00- sin
ø0/sin
40o)

o• 2,-E>35eV
•

Cross Sections and Solar E U V Fluxes

•E>3•.

( b)

• !0
•

• LOCAL
HEMISPHERE
SUNLIT_
• CONJUGATE
HEMISPHERE

_•1•

where00is the polar angleof a referencepoint at 1000km, the
foot of the magneticfield line connectingthe local and conjugate ionospheres;0 is the polar angle of a point on the
magneticfield line;•2is the earth'sangularvelocityof rotation
aboutits geographicaxis;Ht (i = 1, 2, 3) are the scaleheights
for O +, He +, and H +, respectively,at the 1000 km reference
altitude level; r/i (i = 1, 2, 3) are the ion densitiesat 1000 km
relativeto the O+ densityat that level;r/ = r/• + r/2+ r/a;R0 is
the geocentricdistanceof the referencelevel;gois the earth's
gravitationalaccelerationat !000 km; and Neois the electron
densityat 1000 km. Here we extrapolatethe observedO + to
1000 km and add light ion concentrations consistent with
Arecibo observationsfrom other days and with relevant satellite information [Breig and Hoffman, 1975].
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Fig. 1. Steadystatephotoelectron
fluxpitchanglespectraat 10•

We have used the same set of collision cross sections as was

km over Arecibo on December!8, 1971, at 8.8 AST. The calculated

usedin previous photoelectronflux calculationsreported by
MantasandBowhill[1975]and Mantasand Walker [!976]. The
parametersfor representingthe excitation crosssectionsby
meansof the Greenand Barth [1965]empiricalformula, aswell
asthe parametersfor representing
the ionizationcrosssections
with the Khare [1969] and Dalgarnoand Lejeune[1971] formulas, can be found in the work of Mantas [1973] and Mantas
and Walker [!976].
The primary photoelectronproductionrateswerecomputed

spectra(solidcurves)includecontributions
up to thesecondreflection

by usingthe neutralatmosphere
modelsgivenin Table 1, the
solarEUV fluxesreportedby Hinteregger[1970]and Hall and
Hinteregger [1970], and the photoabsorption and photoionizationcrosssectionsgivenby StolarskiandJohnson[1972].
PHOTOELECTRON

FLUX PITCH ANGLE AND ENERGY

SPECTRA IN THE PLASMASPHERE

The angular distribution of the steadystate photoelectron
flux at 1000 km is given in Figure 1, whereintegratedspectra
abovea setof lowerenergylimitsare shown.(The photoelectron distribution below 1000 km will be presentedand comparedwith plasmaline data in a subsequent
communication.)
Theseenergieswere chosenso that the calculatedspectracan

be•compared
directlywiththemeasurements
ofRaoandMaier
[!970].The pitchangleis measured
from the upwarddirection
of the fieldline.Thereforeelectrons
with pitchangleslessthan
90ø enter the plasmasphere
while those with pitch angles
greaterthan 90ø leaveit. Thesespectraincludecontributions
up throughthe secondreflection.Figure la showsthe pitch
angledistributionof the photoelectron
flux whenboth local

or the escape
fluxbetween
magnetically
conjugate
hemispheres.
The
measured
spectra(dashedcurves)havebeentakenfrom Figure3 of
Rao and Maier [1970]. The depletionaround 90ø in the calculated

spectrais dueto neglecting
Coulombcollisions
in theplasmasphere.

and conjugateionospheresare in sunlight, while Figures2b
and 2c (solid curves) show the distribution when the ionosphereis in sunlightonly under the one end of the field line.
In Figures lb and lc we have also plotted (dashedcurves)
the angular spectrareported by Rao and Maier [1970]. These
data were selected[Rao and Maier, 1970] from satellite Explorer 31 low-latitude(1.2 _<L _<2.5) passesat altitudesabove
2300 km, during the winter of 1965-1966. Therefore apart
from covering the Arecibo magnetic latitude the measured
spectra correspondto different altitudes and solar activity
conditionsthan the calculatedspectra.The comparisonmust
thereforebe restrictedonly to qualitativeaspects,suchas the
overall shapeand energydependence;
finer detailsare left for
future comparisons.A rough qualitative agreementbetween
the calculatedand measuredspectrais seenin the upwarddownward asymmetry.The calculatedspectrashow a minimum in the region around 90ø which is not presentin the
observedspectra.This minimumarisespartlyfromthe neglect
of collisionsin the plasmasphere;
collisionswould tend to

redistributethe angularflux dependence,
with the effectof
'fillingup' thedepletedregionof thespectrumanddiminishing
the upward-downward
fluxanisotropy.The calculations
agree
with the observations
that the backscattered
fluxcomponentis
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The formula defining the entries in each column is shown at

+

•T

•o

I0?

ARECIBO

DEC 18, 1971; 8.BAST

upgolng
overheed

------ downgoing conjugate

the top of that column.As wasthe casein Figure2, the flux
componentorder of reflectionis given by the value of the
subscript
(i = 0, 1,2), shownin thefirstcolumn.In examining
Table 2 the following scheme should be followed. The first
entry,

27r

T

To

,;,E

is the energyflux enteringthe plasmasphere
field tube boundary at 1000km overAreciboowingto photoelectronproduction in the ionospherebelow. The third entry,

/

•

laE•o(ho,E, la) dladE= 6.07 X I09 (eV/cm2 s)

+

x

27r

•Z i06

•'o laECI%(ho,
E,

) dladE= 5.40 X 109(eV/cm2 s)

is that part of this energyflux which reachesthe other end of

0

the field line. The second entry, 6.67 X 108, is the difference
•

/

betweenthe two and representsthe energyabsorbedin the first

"'
"'

passageof the escapeflux through the plasmasphere.
The

/

secondentry of the first column,

27r

105

o

laEq•(ho,E, la) dladE= 1.75 X 109(eV/cm 2 s)

gives that part of the incident energy flux, 5.40 X 109
(eV/cm2 s), backscatteredfrom the ionospherebelow. The
following two entries, 2.50 X l lY and 1.50 • 109, are the
io

20

30

ENERGY

40

50

60

70

(eV)

Fig. 2. Energyspectraof the escapephotoelectronflux and of its
two first reflectionsbetweenlocal and conjugatehemispheres.The
solid curvesrepresentupward flux componentsat 1000 km over Arecibo. The dashedcurvesrepresentdownward flux componentsat the
otherendof the magneticfieldlineat 1000km. The curvedenoted
representsthe steadystate upward flux at 1000 kin, when both local
and conjugatehemispheresare sunlit.

fractions of the backscattered flux absorbed in and transmitted

through the plasmasphere,respectively.The same scheme

shouldbe followedin the interpretationof the remaining
entriesappearingin this table. Also, the sameprocedureis to
be followedin the electronnumberbudgetpart of the table.

For the conditionsmodeledhere, Table 2 showsthat (1)
25-35% of the energyand 30-40% of the electronflux incident

on the ionosphereare backscattered
to the plasmasphere;
(2)
the transparency
of the plasmasphere
overArecibo(collisions
neglected)for energytransferbetweenconjugatehemispheres
more isotropicthan the escapingcomponentand alsothat the is 80-90%,whilefor electrontransferit is between70 and85%;
upward-downwardflux anisotropydecreaseswith increasing (3) the steadystateoutgoingphotoelectronflux at Arecibo is
5-10% higherthan the escapeflux when the conjugateionoelectron energy.
The corresponding
differentialenergyspectraare shownin sphereis in darknessand 30-40% higherwhen the conjugate

Figure 2. The curvesdesignatedby •t + (i = 0, 1, 2) give the
upward flux components(i indicatesthe number (order) of
reflections(approximations))at the 'foot' of the plasmaspheric
field tube, while those designatedby •t- (i = 0, 1, 2) give the
componentsof the sameorder movingdownwardat the other
'end' of the magneticfield tube. The differencebetweentwo
spectraof the sameorder (i.e., •+ - •i-) thereforerepresents
the attenuation of the flux in traversingthe plasmasphere.The
curveindicatedby •r + givesthe steadystateupwardflux when
both the local and conjugateionospheresare in sunlight,obtained by superpositionof all the upward contributions.The
steady state downward flux can be obtained similarly. The
steady state flux when only the ionospherebelow the one end
of the field line is sunlit can be obtainedby superpositionof
the appropriate components.It should be noted here that the
spectrashownin Figure 2 representfluxesat the plasmasphere
boundary in the inward and outward directions, projected
along the magneticfield lines.

ionosphereis sunlit.

It shouldbe notedthat the particleand energyfluxesgiven
in Table 2 representonlyparticularmomentsof the photoelectron distributionand assuchdo not givea completepictureof
the buildupeffect.Perhapsa betterillustrationof thebuildup
effectis providedby a comparison
of thenumberof photoelectrons, irrespectiveof their energy and direction of motion,
contributedto a volumeelementby eachsuccessive
reflection.
The photoelectron
numberdensityis givenby
p,(h) = 27r

1• l(h, E, la)/v(E)} dEdla

The valuesof pi (i = 0, 1, 2) at 1000 km, and the sumsover i
for local and conjugatesunlit and local sunlit conjugatedark
conditions,relativeto p0,are givenin Table 3. This tableshows
that for the conditions considered here, about 40% of the
photoelectronsfound in a volume element at 1000 km over the
observer,whenthe conjugateionosphereis in darkness,consist of photoelectronsthat have been backscatteredfrom the
EnergyandPhotoelectron
NumberBudgets
conjugateionosphere.When both the local and conjugate
in the Plasmasphere
ionospheres
aresunlit,morethan half of the photoelectrons
at
The energyandelectronnumberbudgetsin a plasmaspheric 1000km eitherare of conjugateoriginor arephotoelectrons
of
field tube over Arecibo(L = 1.42)are summarizedin Table 2. local origin that have beenbackscatteredfrom the conjugate
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TABLE 2. Energyand ElectronNumberBudgets
in the Plasmasphere
ENERGY

UPWARD
ENERGY
ho -- I000 km
Eo = IOOeV

FLUX
( eV/cm•'sec)

BUDGET

ELECTRON

•NERGYABSORBED REACHING
ENERGY
FLUX
CONJUGATE
IN MAGNETOSPHERE IONOSPHERE
( eV/cm
•'sac)
( eV/cm
2sac)

UPWARD
ELECTRON

FLUX
( el/cm2sec)

NUMBER

BUDGET

ELECTRON
FLUX
ABSORBED
IN MAGNETOSPHERE

( el/cm•'sec )

ELECTRON
FLUX
REACHING CONJUGATE
IONOSPHERE

( el/cruZsee)

2w*f:øf.•
• (ha,
E,t•)/:.
d•dE
AREcIBODEC.18,1971' 8.8AST
6,07 x IOs

6.67x I0e

5.40x10s

3,20x I08

5.12 x 107

2.69 x I0s

•:)•

1.75x I09

,2.50x I08

1.50x I0s

1.05x I08

1.95x I07

8.55x I0?

•>;

4,56x I08

7.29x I0?

3.83x I0a

2,97x 107

6,24x I06

2.35x I0?

8.28 x IOs

1.98x IOs

7.28 x IOs

4.55 x I08

1.54x I0e

3,78 x I0e

6.53 x 109

9.90x I08

5.78 x 109

3.50x I08

7.69x IO7

2.93 X I08

5.04 x IOs

8.06x I08

4.23x IOs

2.54 x I0 e

5.33x 107

2,01X I0e

•:)•

1.10x 109

2.21x I0s

8,84xI0e

6.20x 107

1.61
x 107

4.53x 107

•>;

2.31x I0s

5.07xlO?

1.80xlOe

1.34xI0?

4.01x I0e

9,36x I0e

LOCAL•
CONJUGATE 6.:37x IO9

2.16x IO9

5.29x I09

3.29x I08

1.47x IOe

2.56x I0e

1.08x IOs

4.4I x I09

2.67x I08

7.34x I0?

2,[0 x I0s

+

• total
LOCAL I• CONJUGATE
SUNLIT

c• total
LOCAL SUNLIT
CONJUGATE

DARK

(•total

SUNLIT

(•total

LOCAL
SUNLIT
CONJUGATE

5.27x IOs

DARK

ionosphere.Since low-energyphotoelectronscontribute most
to the thermal electrongas heating,Table 3 impliesthat thermal electron gas heating rates at high altitudes are underestimatedby more than a factor of 2 if photoelectronsfrom the
conjugate ionosphere and collisional containment are neglected.

Effkct of Uncertaintiesin Plasmaspheric
ElectronDensityandIon Composition
For the calculations shown in Figures 1-2 and Table 2 the
relative ion concentrations at !000 km were taken as 60% O +,
15% He +, and 25% H + of the electron concentration. When

data from the Isis2 satellite[BreigandHoffman, 1975]at 1400
km in winter 1971 are extrapolatedto 1000 km, they lead to
relative ion concentrations of about 85% O +, 2% He +, and 13%

TRANSMISSION AND BACKSCATTERING COEFFICIENTS

The neglectof pitch anglescatteringin the plasmasphere
overestimatesits transparencyand thereforeoverestimates
the
buildup due to collisionalbackscattercontainment.However,
it underestimates
the net buildup.This is becausea photoelec-

tron that undergoes
pitchanglescatteringin theplasmasphere
is likely to be trapped there, while one reachingthe ionosphere-p!asmasphere
boundaryhas a lower probabilityfor
containmentthroughcollisionalbackscattering
from thelower
ionosphere.In the steadystate,pitch anglescatteringin the
plasmasphere
would, of course,transfera numberof photoelectronsfrom nontrappedto trapped orbits, and viceversa;
the net effect,nevertheless,
is a flux buildup, sinceif pitch angle

scatteringis neglected,all trappedorbitswill be unoccupied.
The magnitudeof the buildupclearlydependson the transparencyof the plasmasphere
and on the magnitudeof the

H +. For an isothermalplasmaalongthe magneticfield line of
3000 K this ion compositionat the boundaryleadsto a reduc- fraction of the transmitted flux that is backscattered from the
tion of lessthan 5% in the total energyabsorptionrate in the thermasphere.
The transparency
of the plasmasphere
depends
plasmasphereand of lessthan 10%in the total electronnum- on the plasmasphere
plasmacontentand on the energyand
ber absorptionrate. Changesin the plasmatemperatureof angularspectraof the photoelectronflux enteringthe plasmañ1000 K, for fixedelectrondensityand ion compositionat the sphere.Similarly,the reflectivity
of the thermasphere
depends
boundaries,
leadto changesof lessthan2% and5%in thetotal
energyand electron number absorptionrates, respectively.
of PhotoelectronNumber Density
This is becausethe H + scaleheight is sufficientlylarge that TABLE 3. Fractional Buildup
at 1000 km
reasonablevariationsin temperaturechangethe Ne content,
alongthe field line here,by amountsof negligibleconsequence
p•/Po
to the transmission. For the low L value of Arecibo the frac-

tional transmissionabove 1000 km should not vary signifi-

i

8.8 AST*

cantly. The transmissioncan be expectedto differ consid- 0
erably,by L valuesof 3 or more, betweentimesof extended 1
quiet and those,after a magneticstorm, of significantlyde- 2
sunlit
pleted plasmasphericcontent [e.g., Noxon and Johanson, Localandconjugate
1970].Thus at higherlatitudesthe flux buildupdue to back- Localsunlit,conjugatedark
scatter will tend to be lessmarked than is noted here; however,

the flux buildupdue to pitchanglediffusionin the plasmasphere will tend to increase.

From Arecibo, December 18, 1971.

*po = 2.8 cm-s.
Tpo= 2.1 cm-a.

!0.5 AST,

1
1.18

1
1.05

0.43

0.38

2.61
1.43

2.43
1.38
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photoelectron
fluxincidentupontheplasmasphere
boundary.
This parameterin the calculations
of Lejeuneand Wormser
[1976]arisesnaturallyin the reductionof the photoelectron
transportequationto dimensionless
form.Herewewill derive
C by averaging
(2) overthe energyof the photoelectron
flux
incidentupon the plasmasphere
boundaryand subsequently
diffusion versus backscatter, we examine in this section the
magnitudesof the transmissionand backscattering'coeffi- integratingthe resultingexpression:
on thermospheric conditions and the energy and angular
spectraof the incident electronflux. Clearly, the steadystate
photoelectronflux in the plasmasphere
will exhibitvariations
with plasmasphericand thermosphericconditions.To estimate
the relativeimportanceto the flux enhancementof pitch angle

cients' and their variation with ionospheric,plasmaspheric,
and boundary conditions.

For the presentpurposewe will.definethe.coefficients
for
transmissionof electrons,T,, and energy, T•, through the
plasmasphere
as the respectiveratiosof the total electronand
energy fluxes exiting the plasmasphere,projectedalong the
magneticfield line, to the corresponding
total quantitiesentering the plasmasphere
at the other end of the magneticfield
line. In terms of the notation we have been usingthesecan be
written

as

(/dE+
•= 2•r •
\ds

'

(9)
where the distancecoordinate s, after the averagingover the

pitch angle,is measuredalongthe magneticfield line rather
than along the particle trajectory, as is the casein (2) or (3).
Integrationof (9) leadsto an expression
similarto (3), which
we will write here as

E +2= 2•I(s){C(s)-

1

TO-=

(10)

(7a) This gives the value of the mean energyE+ of the incident

fofo
1
f f; O(ho,
œ, a,ae
fo•ø
fo•
E•(ho,
E,•)•ct•dE
1

T•:---

1}

electronflux at the distances from the plasmasphereboundary. The dimensionlessparameter C(s) = (Eo+)2/(2•I(s)) is
seento incorporatethe mean energyEo+ of the incidentelectron flux as well as the integrated plasma content I(s) -•

') ds',bothof whichareimportant
in determining
the
(7b) fsi•No(s
transmission
of energeticelectronsthroughthe plasmasphere.

The valuesof C (with the integral evaluatedover the entire
lengthof the magneticfield line in the plasmasphere),
Eo+, To
and
T•:
for
each
traversal
(i
=
0,
1,
2)
of
the
plasmasphere,
as
wherethe denominatorsare evaluatedat the entryboundary
well as for the superposedsteady state fluxes, are given in
and the numeratorsat the exit boundary.
Similarly, the coefficientsfor backscatteringof electrons, Table 4. For comparisonwe have also includedthe transmis(for the symmetriccase)calculatedby Lejeune
B,, and energy,B•:, from the thermospherewill be definedas sioncoefficients
the respectiveratios of the total upward electronand energy and Wormser[1976]with and without pitch anglescatteringin
In their calculations,Lejeuneand Wormset
fluxesat 1000 kin, projectedalong the magneticfield line, to the plasmasphere.
[1976]
represented
the energy spectrum of the electron flux
the correspondingdownward quantitiesat the samealtitude.
entering
the
plasmasphere
by the empiricalformula
Notationally, thesecoefficientsare definedas
•+(E, h0) "' E exp [-(2E/Eo +)]
B, --

fo•:ø
fo
••(ho,
E,u)•dudE
•:oø•(ho,
E,u)udude
fof_

(8a)

with Eo• = 10 eV. For mean energiesEo+ in the range 15-20

!

TABLE 4. Plasmasphere
Photoelectronand EnergyTransmission
Coefficients

•ø E•(ho,
E,u)udtxdE
•-

i

(sb)

fføf_ø
E•(ho,
E,•)•,cl•,clE
1

where the integralsare evaluatedat the same boundary.
The plasmaspheretransmissioncoefficientsT, and TE defined by (7a)-(7b) canbe obtaineddirectlyfrom Table 2, asthe
ratios of the correspondingfluxesin the third and first columns
in the same row. Similarly, the thermospherebackscattering
coefficientsB, and B• can be obtained from Table 2, as the
ratios of the correspondingfluxesin the first and third columns
in two successive
rows. It shouldbe noted that the upward
'backscattered'flux may includecontributionsfrom secondary
ionization. This allows the possibilitythat B• > 1.

Plasmasphere
Transmission
Coefficients

It has beenshownby Lejeuneand Wormset[1976]that the
transmissionof electronsthrough the plasmaspheredepends
stronglyon the value of a dimensionless
parameterC and that
it is almostindependentof the pitch angle distributionof the

(E0+)t

Ct

Tq,,

Arecibo,8.8 AST on December18, 1971, 2l•I = 36.64 eV•
0

18.96

(J.8!

0.84

0.89

1
2

16.64
15.34

7.56
6.42

0.81
0.79

0.86
0.84

9.04
9.50

0.83
0.84

0.88
0.89

Local and conjugatesunlit
18.20
Localsunlit,conjugatedark 18.66

Arecibo, !0.5 AST on December18, 1971, 2•I = 63.44 eV•
0

19.84

6.20

0.79

0.84

1
2

17.82
16.52

5.01
4.30

0.73
0.70

0.80
0.78

Local and conjugatesunlit
Local sunlit, conjugatedark

19.36
19.74

5.91
6.14

0.78
0.79

0.83
0.84

Lejeuneand Wormser[1976]
No pitch anglediffusion
I0.00
1.10
0.406
Local and conjugatesunlit,
symmetric

0.507

10.00

1.65

0.501

0.555

10.00

2.20

0.587

0.683

10.00
10.00

1.10
1.65

0.25
0.32

0.31
0.38

!0.00

2.20

0.39

0.46
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20 eV) and the sameplasmasphere
plasmacontentasthat used

upwardfluxesat I000km reasonably
well.However,themean by Lejeuneand Wormserthe parameterC takesvaluesin the
energyof 10 eV chosenby Lejeuneand Wormset[1976] is range 2.5 _<C < 8.8. A rough extrapolationof the photoeleclower, by a factor in the range 1.5-2.0, than our calculated
meanenergyof the photoelectron
flux enteringthe plasmasphere.Thetheoretically
calculated
meanenergyisabout18-20
eV (seeTable 4 andMantasandBowhill[1975])andis in good
agreement
with the value(e.g., 16-18 eV) deducedfrom the

tron flux transmissioncoefficientT•, that includespitch angle
scattering,in this range of C givesvaluesroughlyin the range
0.4 _<T. _<0.7. The important point to be noticedis that for
typical photoelectronescapeflux energyspectraand mid-latitude plasmasphereelectroncontents(4 •< C •< 10) the photoIsis satellitesphotoelectronexperiments[Wrennand Heikkila,
electron flux absorbedin the plasmasphereis about doubled
1972; Wrenn, 1974].
when, in addition to energy loss, pitch angle scatteringis
Sincethe 'test'electronenergylossratedepends
inverselyon included.For C •<4, on the otherhand, pitch anglediffusionis
the electron energy (equation (2)), low-energyelectronsare of secondaryimportanceto energy loss with regard to the
absorbed in a plasma more effieient!y than electronswith transmissionof energeticelectronsthrough the plasmasphere.
higherenergy.The softerelectronenergyspectrumassumed
in The soft electronspectrumchosenby Lejeuneand Wormser
the calculationsof Lejeuneand Wormserwould thereforetend [1976] is thus seen, on the one hand, to underestimatesubto underestimate
the transparency
of theplasmasphere
to typi- stantiallythe transparencyof the plasmasphere
to typicalphocal photoelectronfluxes. More important, it would tend to toelectronfluxesfor a givenelectroncontentand,on the other,
underestimate
the effect(on theplasmasphere
transmission)
of to give an erroneousimpressionregardingthe relativeimporpitch angle scatteringrelativeto that of energyloss.This tanceof energylossto pitch anglescatteringin determiningthe
becomesclear when one considersthat the ratio (t•/tE) of the transmissionof typical photoelectronfluxesthroughthe plasrelaxationtime for velocitydispersiont•>to that for energy masphere.
transferte [Spitzer,1956,pp. 68-81], decreases
astheenergyof
Thertnosphere
BackscatteringCoefficients
the nonthermal electronpopulation increases.
These argumontscan perhapsbe better demonstratedby
In the precedingsection we have just seen that for midreferring to Figure 3, where the plasmaspheretransmission latitudes,eventhoughpitch anglescatteringnearlydoublesthe
coefficients
givenin Table 4 arepresentedin graphicalform, as photoelectronflux absorbedin the plasmasphere,more than
a functionof the parameterC. A reasonableextrapolationto half of the incidentphotoelectronflux is transmittedthrough
lower C values of the transmission coefficients calculated here
the plasmasphere.This fractionis thereforestill availablefor
is seento lead naturally to the valuesobtainedby Lejeuneand containmentin the plasmasphere
throughcollisionalbackscatWormser
[1976],withpitchanglediffusi•)n
neglected.
High ter from the thermospherebelow. It would be usefultherefore
with
valuesof C = (E0+)2/2•I representconditionsof either high- to examinethe variation of the backscatteringcoefficients
energyincident electron fluxes or low plasmasphereplasma thermosphericand incident flux conditions.
Becauseof the host of processes
that comeinto play in the
content, while low values representconditionsof either lowenergyincidentfluxesor highplasmacontent.The variation of interactionof an incidentelectronbeamwith the atmosphereit
the transmissioncoefficients,with pitch angle diffusion ne- is not a priori obviouswhetherthe variation of the backscattering coefficientscan be describedby a singledimensionless
glected, is seen to increase toward unity as C-. o• and to
decreasetoward zero as C -• 0, as is expectedfrom physical parameter(suchas C) over a wide range of variation of therconsiderations.Inclusion of pitch angle scattering reduces mosphericand incidentflux conditions.However,we will find
(Figure 3) the transmissioncoefficientsto lower values than that it is usefulto hypothesizethat sucha parameter,whichwe
will call X, exists,at leastfor a limited rangeof variation of the
thoseobtained when diffusionis neglected.
From the threepointscalculatedby LejeuneandWormserit thermosphericand incidentflux conditions.Our searchfor this
is not possibleto determinethe C dependence
of the transmis- parameter will be guided by (1) examination of the most
sioncoefficients
with pitch anglescatteringincluded,except,of significantdifferencesin thermosphericand boundary condicourse,it is obviousthat they shouldincreasemonotonically tions for a number of cases where we have detailed calcufrom zero toward unity as C increasesfrom zero to infinity. lations of backscatteredelectron and energy fluxes and (2)
somegeneralconsiderations
of the backscatteringproblem.
For typicalescapephotoelectron
fluxmeanenergies
(15 _<E <

I--1.0
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Fig. 3. Plasmasphere
photoelectron
(T•) andenergy(T•.)transmission
coefficients.
For thedefinition
of theparameter
C
(abscissa),
seethe sectionon plasmasphere
transmission
coefficients.
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Examination

of the two model calculations

summarized

in

Table 2 and five additional model calculations(not otherwise
discussedhere), with nearly the same incidentelectronflux

energyand angularspectrabut varyingthermospheric
conditions,indicatesthat the topsideF regionelectroncontentplays
a more important role relativeto the other atmosphericconstituentsin influencingthe backscatteredto the incidentflux
ratio. This is not surprisingwhen one considersthat the incidentelectronflux must penetratedown to a relativelywell
defined neutral atmosphericpressurelevel beforecollisions
increasesubstantiallyto deflectit and that the deflectedflux
containsa substantialnumber of energy-degraded
primaries
and (low energy)secondaries
that are efficientlyabsorbedby
the ambientthermalplasma.This impliesthat whilethe topside plasma content plays a secondaryrole, relative to the
other constituents,in determiningthe depth of penetration
and the probabilityfor backscatter,it dominatesthe electron
absorptionrate along the upwardpath and therebycontrols
the backscattered

to the incident electron flux ratio.

The calculationsof Mantas and Walker [1976]showthat for
monoenergeticincident electronfluxes isotropicallydistributed in pitch angle in the downward direction and constant
thermosphericconditionsthe ratio of the backscattered
to the
incident electronflux increaseswith increasingincident electron energyin the 25- to !00-eV range,while the corresponding energyflux ratio remains constant.The former of these
resultscan be easilyunderstoodwhenoneconsidersthat asthe
incident electronenergyincreases,there are more secondaries
producedand a wider spectrumof energy-degraded
primaries
that can escape.We will not digressto considerthe latter
result, since it does not influence the choice and combination

of the thermospheric
and boundaryparametersin definingthe
dimensionlessparameter we seek.
The above observationsindicate that if the thermosphere
backscatteringcoefficientfor electrons,B•, is to increasewith
X, X itself must increasewith incident electronenergy and
decreasewith topsideF regionelectroncontent.Consideration
of the backscatteringprocessitself suggeststhat X must also
dependon somesuitably definedbackscatteringprobability.
A dimensionless
parameterthat has thesepropertiesis the
following:

X -- AC'(z)P(z)

N•(s) c!s

P(z)
• T•t (cftC(E))
Nz(s)
ds

•dE"•)! •(l•z)
Nt(s)

(12)

whereNz(s)is the concentrationof the/th ionosphericconstituent at the altitudes, and (/•t)are constantsdefinedby

1
Wzs E,z:(E)•-(ho,
E)dE
(•) = •,-(ho)

+Z(Wt•+•zt)•Ev•'(E)•-(h
E)dE
1 (13)
whereEu is the meanenergyof the secondaryelectronsproducedin the ionization of the lth constituent,in the ith ionic
state.The restof the symbolsappearingin (13) have the same
meaningas in (1). The constants(•t) are seento be related,
within a factor E, to the stoppingcrosssectionsof the atmosphericconstituentsaveragedover the incident electron flux
energy spectrum.

Integrationof (12) givesthe energyof the electronalongits
trajectory.Sincean electronmust traversethe topsideionosphereat leasttwice (oncedownwardand onceupward) to
escape,the maximumdepthof penetration(ho- z) is obtained
from the integratedform of (12) when the expression

(E0"
; Nz(s)
4)2= • ([•t)
ds
ho

(14)

is satisfied.The solution of (14) is found by numerical or
graphicalmeans.Altitude z havingbeenspecified,
the parameter X definedby (11) is specified
within the scalingconstantA;
a convenient value for A is •}.

It must be notedthat the parameterX has beenconstrained
only to exhibit the desired variation with incident flux mean
energyand topsideionosphereelectroncontent.It is otherwise

arbitrary(i.e., severalother parameterscan be definedin terms
of which the backscattered electron flux variation with bound-

ary and thermospheric
conditionscan be represented).We
have chosenX from a number of other parameterson the
criterion of giving the smallest standard deviation from a
smooth curve when the calculated backscattered fluxes are

(11a)

plotted againsteachof theseparameters.
Table 5 gives the values of E0-, z, X, B•, and B• for a
numberof thermosphereand incident flux conditions,including the two modelsusedin the presentstudy.The thermos-

(11b)

pherebackscattering
coefficients
Bo andBs havebeenplotted
in Figure 4 againstthe parameterX. When the 'points' are

with C'(z) and P(z) definedby
C'(z) = (œ0-)" ;s

ionosphere.
An approximateexpression
for the energyloss
rate of the same form as (10) is

(1lc)

TABLE 5. ThermosphereElectron and Energy Backscattering
whereA is an arbitraryconstant,E0- is the meanenergyof the
Coefficients
electronflux incidentuponthethermosphere
at theboundary
C'(z)
P(z)
X
B,
B•
at h0,and the othersymbolshavethe samemeaningas in (1) Eo-, eV z, km
and (2), exceptthat the elasticcollisioncrosssections•rze(E) 99.41
331.5
484.43
1.14
274.9!
1.07
0.50
have been averagedover the incidentelectronflux energy 49.46
362.0
130.96
0.89
58.11
0.87
0.49
spectrum.

24.47

20.89
The integralsare evaluatedalong the magneticfield line
20.88
from the boundary of the thermosphereat h0 to somelower
20.77
altitude z. The altitude z will be specifiedas that givingthe
20.74
maximum distance(h0 - z) that an incident electronwith
20.52
energyequal to the mean energyof the incident electronflux
19.90
can penetrateinto the thermosphereand still subsequently 19.81
!9.51
escapeto the plasmasphere.To calculate z we need an ex17.30
pressionfor the energylossratefor an energetic
electronin the

368.3
345.0
355.0
364.5

32.79
6.88
15.66
6.54

!.03
0.72
0.86
0.7 !

16.81
2.46
6.74
2.32

0.72
0.32
0.49
0.31

0.50
0.26
0.38
0.26

375.2
354.9
348.3
330.8
373.5
352.5

6.38
6.48

0.70
0.72

0.31
0.30

9.73

0.80

9.91
6.14
7.60

0.81
0.62
0.77

2.23
2.33
3.87
3.99
1.89
2.91

0.26
0.25
0.32
0.32
0.23
0.30

.0.39
0.40
0.26
0.35
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Fig. 4. Thermospherephotoelectron(B,) and energy(Bs) backscattering
coefficients.
For the definitionof the
parameterX (abscissa),
seethe sectionon thermosphere
backscattering
coefficients.
(The dashedcurveshavebeeninserted
to aid the eyeandto simplifythe labeling.They shouldnot be interpretedasextrapolations
of thecoefficients
in thisrange
of X.)

grouped in two sets,the one consistingof six points (three
valuesof B. and three of Bs) corresponding
to the calculations
of Mantas and Walker [1976] and the other to the remaining
valuesgiven in Table 5, it is seenthat within each set B• and
B• can be well representedas linear functionsof X. Note that
in the calculationsof Mantas and Walker [1976] the incident
electron fluxes were monoenergetic,while in the rest of the
calculationsthe incidentfluxeshavebroad energyspectra,e.g.,
thoseshownin Figure 2. The two differentslopesobtainedfor
the two types of incident electronflux energy spectrasimply
indicate that the thermospherebackscatteringcoefficientsdependnot only on the meanincidentflux energybut alsoon the
shapeof the incidentflux energyspectrum,hardly a surprising

yond the purposeof the presentpaper. It is possible,however,
even with the above rough estimate of the range of T•, to
obtain a fairly good estimateof the steadystatephotoelectron
flux amplitudein the plasmasphere.The reasonfor this is that
the contribution to the steady state flux by backscatteris in
inverse relation to the contribution by pitch angle diffusion, in the sense that an increase in the contribution due to
one mechanism leads to a decrease to the contribution

due to

the other, and vice versa.This compensatinginteraction tends
to stabilize the steady state flux amplitude against small
changes(or errors) in T,, making possiblea fairly good estimate of the flux amplitudewith only a rough knowledgeof T,.
However, to calculatethe steadystate flux, in addition to the
result.
transmission and backscattering coefficientswe must also
The important point to be noted in Figure 4 is that the know what fraction of' the photoelectronsthat undergocollithermospherebackscatteringcoefficientfor photoelectrons sions in the plasmasphereis trapped and what fraction is
canbe representedas a simplefunctionof a singlevariableand backscatteredto the thermosphere.The reasonfor this is clear.
that it can vary by as much as a factor of 2, with typical The trapped fraction can be counted to the steadystateflux
variationsof the thermospheric
conditions,and probablyvar- with little further consideration,while the backscattered(from
the plasmasphere)fractionmustbe further considered,sinceit
ies more in exceptionalcases.
can still reenter the plasmasphere.In the presentestimatewe
have assumedthat all photoelectronsthat undergopitch angle
ESTIMATED
PHOTOELECTRON
FLUXES
INCLUDING
scatteringin the plasmasphereare trapped. This assumption
PITCH ANGLE DIFFUSION AND BACKSCATTER
considerablysimplifiesthe algebra, in the calculation of the
The transmissionand backscattering
coefficients,
discussed steadystateflux, without leadingto appreciableerror. It is also
in the previoussection,canbe usedto estimate
theamplitude supported by the analysisby Wrenn [1974] of satellite data.

of the steadystatephotoelectron
flux in the plasmasphere, With this assumptionthe steadystatephotoelectronflux at the
both backscattering
from the thermosphere
and pitch angle apex of the magnetic field tube is given by simple algebraic
diffusion
in theplasmasphere
beingincluded.We havealready expressionsin terms of the transmissionand backscattering
field tube geometry,and the firstnotedthat the relativelysoftelectronspectrumemployedby coefficients,the magnetic9
Lejeuneand Wormser[1976]substantially
underestimates
the order approximationof the flux enteringthe field tube boundtransparency
of the middlelatitudeplasmasphere
to typical aries (see the appendix).
Table 6 givesthe amplitudeof the photoelectronflux •,t -+at
photoelectronfluxes.For plasmasphere
electroncontentsin
the range(0.7-2) X 10•acm-• theplasmasphere
transmission the apex of the magneticfield tube with its foot over Arecibo
coefficient
for photoelectrons,
T•, lies roughlyin the range (L = 1.42), variouscontainmentmechanismsbeing included,

0.5-0.7,energylossandpitchanglediffusion
beingincluded.
Thisestimate
isin agreement
withthevaluededuced
by Wrenn
[1974]from the isissatellitephotoelectron
observations.
The
actualvaluesof T, mustbe foundby solvingthe transport
equationfor photoelectrons
in theplasmasphere--a
taskbe-

relative to the flux at the apex of the sametube, cI),•
+, with no
containmentwhatsoever.The plus sign indicatesthe direction
away from Arecibo. When scatteringis neglected,the flux at
the tube apex, (!,a+, in terms of the flux entering the tube
boundary at 1000km, cI,0
+, is given by cI,,•
+ = Toae(Ao/A,•)cI,o+ .
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TABLE 6. Calculated PhotoelectronFluxes at the Apex of the
Magnetic Field Tube With. L = 1.42, for Various Containment
Conditions

Local Sunlit,

Local and

ConjugateDark

ConjugateSunlit

calcuiated
andmeasured
fluxes,onemustthereforeallowfor
the variationof the fluxeswith locationand geophysicaland
solar activity conditions.However, this variation is neither
adequatelyunderstood
nor oftenmeasuredand reported.In
sucha comparisonone is alsofacedwith questionsof instrumental effects and the handicap of nonuniform and/or in-

Condition

8.8 AST on December 18, 197!, •+

= 1.23 X 108 cm-2 s-•

No containment

1.00

0

1.00

1.00

Includingpitch anglediffu-

1.10

0.10

1.19

1.19

1.09

0.32

1.42

1.42

1.18

0.38

1.56

1.56

sion but not backscatter

Includingbackscatterbut
not pitch anglediffusion
Including backscatterand
pitch anglediffusion

I0.5 AST on December !8, 1971, •b•• = 9.58 X 107 cm-•' s-•
No containment

1.00

0

1.00

1.00

Includingpitchanglediffu-

1.11

0. t 1

1.22

1.22

1.05

0.24

1.29

1.29

1.16

0.32

1.48

1.48

sion but not backscatter

Includingbackscatterbut
not pitch anglediffusion
Includingbackscatterand
pitch anglediffusion

Here .4oand .4a are the cross-sectionalareasof the tube at !000

km and at the apex, respectively,and T0a• representsthe
attenuationof the flux, due to energylossalone, in its passage
from 1000 km to the magneticfield tube apex.The valuesof
ß a+, for the two models consideredhere, are also given in

adequatedefinitionof the reportedquantities.All this substantiallyreducesthe data basethat can be unambiguously
comparedwith theory.In addition,instrumentallimitations
confinethe availablephotoelectronflux measurements
to only
that portion of the photoelectronenergyspectrumabove a
certain lower energylimit. For the measurementsincluded in

the presentcomparison(seeTable 7) the cutoff energieslie
between3.7 and 8 eV. From Figure 2 we seethat about 10%of

the upwardsteadystatephotoelectronflux, at 1000km, consistsof photoelectrons
with energieslessthan 5 eV, and about
25%of photoelectrons
with energieslessthan 8 eV.
Table 7 summarizesselectedphotoelectronflux measurementsin the plasmasphere.Of the available measurementswe
have includedin this table only those pertaining to altitudes
above1000km, with L •< !0, and otherwiseadequatelydefined
to be reducibleto fluxesparallel to the magneticfield lines(on
the assumptionof pitch angle isotropy at least within each
directionalhemisphere).The first part of the table includesthe
casesfor which both ends(referencepoints) of the magnetic
field line associated with the location of the measurement are

sunlit,while the secondincludesthosecasesfor which only one
end is sunlit. The ends of the field line are taken at 300 km, and
an end is classifiedas sunlit when the solar zenith angle at this
Table 6.
end is equal to or lessthan 100ø.
For the nonsymmetric
casewhenpitch anglediffusionin the
The measuredphotoelectronfluxesin the plasmasphereare
plasmasphereand backscatteringfrom the thermosphereare seen(Table 7) to lie in the range(1.4-3.5) X 108cm-•' s- • when
neglected,there is no return flux (•,•- = 0) becausethere is no both endsof the field line are sunlit and (0.15-1.5) X 10
mechanism
to producea returnflux. When pitchanglediffu- s-• when only one end is sunlit. From Table 6 the calculated
sion in the plasmasphere
is includedbut backscattering
from fluxes at the field tube apex are •,• = (1.42-1.92) X 10•
the thermosphereis neglected(as in the symmetriccasein the cm"•'•s'•'•'•
for both ends of the line sunlit and • = (1.11-1.45)
calculationsof Lejeuneand Wormser[1976]), thereis about a X llY cm • s • for only the oneend sunlit. Theseare seento lie
10% enhancementin •A +. A return flux •A- equal tO the within the range of' the measuredflux values in both cases.It
enhancementin •,•+ isthen alsopresent.In the symmetriccase may evenbe notedthat the calculatedfluxes(correspondingto
the flux at the apex, in both directions,is enhancedby about L = 1.42,h -• 2700 km) agreemore closelywith the few nearby
20%owingto pitchanglediffusionalone.Whenbackscattering observationsthan with those further away. This may well
from the thermosphere
is includedbut pitch anglediffusionin merelybe fortuitous, given that the modelsusedin the calcuthe plasmasphereis neglected,the enhancementof •,•+ is lations do not otherwise match the solar and geophysical
about 5-10%. In this case the return flux is much larger, conditionsprevailingduring thesemeasurements.
25-30%, than that due to pitch anglediffusionin the previous
Although the available reported measurementsare not
case.For symmetricconditionsthe enhancementin both direc- viewedas a data baseadequateto provide any definitivecontions, due to backscatteringalone, is about 30-40%; this is clusionregardingthe rangeof flux variation, it is significantto
much larger than the enhancementdue to pitch anglediffusion note that when both ends of the field line are sunlit, the
alone. When both pitch angle diffusion and backscatterare extrememeasuredfluxes are only a factor of 2.5 apart, while
included, the enhancement of the flux, in both directions, is
when only one end is sunlit, the measuredfluxesspan a range
substantialin both the nonsymmetricand the symmetriccase; of an order of magnitude.Consideringthat the solar sunspot
in the symmetriccaseit is 48-56% for the modelsconsidered activity passedfrom a near minimum in 1965 to a near maxihere. From the variation of the transmission and backscattermum in 1969 and consideringthe wide spread of altitudes
ing coefficientsshown in Figures 3 and 4 it is clear that the (1400-3500 km), L values (!.2-10), and solar zenith angles
buildup is stronglydependenton plasmaspheric
and thermos- encompassedin thesemeasurements,the variation of the meapheric conditions.
suredfluxesin the symmetriccaseis very smallindeed.In the
nonsymmetric case the variation is seen to be wider. Part of

ComparisonWith Experimental Results

Photoelectronfluxes in the plasmaspherehave been measuredby Rao and Donley [1969], Maier and Rao [1970], Heikkila [1970], Rao and Maier [1970], Wrenn [1974], and others.
These measurements

have been carried

out at different

loca-

this is no doubt due to not distinguishing
betweenmeasurementsof fluxesin the directiontoward versusaway from the
sunlitendof the fieldline, whichare expected(seeTable 6) to
be substantiallydifferent in this case.

Thoughthe followingremarksare not necessary,
they seem
tionsin the plasmasphere
and pertainto a varietyof geophysi- appropriatebeforeconcluding.It hasbeensuggested
[Cicerone
cal and solar activity conditions.In comparingthe available et al., 1973;Cicerone,1974]that comparisons
of calculated
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TABLE 7. MeasuredPhotoelectron
Fluxesin the Plasmasphere
SZA at 300-km Level of
Field Line

Date of
North

Measurement

South

Photoelectron

Energyrange,
eV

Altitude, km

L

Both Endsof MagneticField Line at 300 km Sunlit
E > (8-10)
1490
9.61
38
E > (8-10)
3530
8.!
39
E > (8-10)
3530
8. I

April 5, 1969

84

96

Feb. 8, 1969
Feb. 9, 1969
Dec. 10, 1965
Feb. 9, 1969
Feb. 9, 1969

79
79
85-90
sunlit
58

69-72
sunlit
53

April 22, 1969

58

89

Dec. 18, ! 965
June 25, !969
June 9, 1969

86
7
61

57
37
24

Oct. 21,1969
June 7,1966
June7,1966
Jan. 16,1966
Jan. 11,1966
Jan. 11,1966
Dec. 28,1965
Jan. 8,1966

106
95
100
143
122
126
120
120

E
E
E
E
E
E

>
>
>
>
>
>

5
(8-10)
(8-10)
(8-10)
5
(8-10)

1745-2765
•3500
2770
3470
1463
1430
1400

4.3-9.6
2.9-9.4
4.15
2.56
1.77
1.26
1.22

Only One End of Magnetic FieM Line at 300 km Sunlit
94
E > (8-10)
2630
10.07
145
E> 5
2863
3.75
!52
E> 5
2920
2.95
97
E> 5
1152
1.82
91
E> 5
2452
1.54
95
E> 5
2330
1.44
85
E > 3.7
•2300
1.2-2.5
85
E > 3.7
2100-2500
!.2-2.5

Flux X 108,
cm-2 s-•

1.5
3.5
3.5
2.0-2.5
2.5
2.5
1.4
2.25-2.50
2.2

Reference

Wrenn[1974]
Wrenn[1974]
Wrenn[1974]
Maier andRao [1970]
Heikkila [1970]
Wrenn[1974]

1.9

Rao andDon!ey[I969]
Wrenn[1974]
Wrenn[1974]

0.8
0.56-0.75
0.15-0.29
0.44-0.75
0.75-1.0
0.56-0.75
0.2-1.5
0.2-1.5

Wrenn[1974]
Rao andDonley [1969]
Rao and Donley [1969]
Rao andDonley[1969]
Rao andDonley [1969]
Rao andDonley [1969]
Rao andMaier [1970]
Rao andMaier [1970]

photoelectronescapefluxeswith upward photoelectronfluxes
at high altitudesdeducedfrom plasmaline intensityobservations, and with in situ photoelectronflux measurementsby
satellite-borneprobes, supportthe view [Robleand Dickinson,
1973; Swartz and Nisbet, 1973] that the solar EUV flux intensity measurementsreported by Hinteregger [1970] underestimatethe true solar EUV flux intensityby about a factor of

processeswhich tend to confine photoelectronsto plasmaspheric altitudes,suchas collisionalbackscatteringof photoelectronsfrom the thermosphereand magnetictrapping due to
pitch angle redistributionof the photoelectronflux through
Coulomb collisionsin the plasmasphere,increasethe steady
statephotoelectronflux in the plasmasphere
abovethat which

2.

The transmissionof photoelectronsthrough the plasmasphere and their backscatteringfrom the thermospherecan be
describedin a simple manner in terms of the photoelectron
flux spectralcharacteristicsand the propertiesof the plasmas-

Before arguingfor or againstthe accuracyof the solar EUV
flux measurements,one must keep in mind that the energyflux
carried by the upward photoelectronflux above, say, 600 km
(about (1-10) X 109eV cm-: s-l) constituteslessthan 1% of
the energy flux (about 1.5 X 10•: eV cm-: s-•) in the relevant

wavelengthrange(about1025-10A,) of thesolarEUV, and
therefore

the former

constitutes

one of the least favorable

criteria upon which the magnitudeof the latter can be tested.
This statement,of course,requiresfurther qualification,since
the preciseknowledgeof the escapephotoelectronflux, and
theassociated
energy,would allow oneto usethisquantityasa
criterion, whether it is favorable or not. Let us state here

withoutproof (the readercanverifythis statementby consulting Ciceroneet al. [1973], Cicerone[1974], and referencescited
in thesepapers)that the measuredand calculatedphotoelectron fluxeson the basisof which the accuracyof the solar EUV
flux intensitymeasurements
has been questioneddo not have
the required accuracyto warrant the conclusionthat these
measurementsunderestimatethe true solar EUV flux intensity.
SUMMARY

it has been known for some time that a substantial fraction

of a low-energyelectronflux incidenton the top of the atmosphereis backscattered
to theplasmasphere.
While photoelectronsat F regionaltitudeslosetheir energythrougha variety

of elasticandinelasticprocesses,
theonlyeffective
energysink
for photoelectrons
confinedin theplasmasphere
isthe ambient
thermalelectrongas.For energies
greaterthan about 10 eV
thisis a slowprocess,
and,asa result,photoelectrons
confined
at plasmasphere
heightshave much longer lifetimesthan
photoelectronsconfinedat lower altitudes.This implies that

would

have been attained

in the absence of containment.

phereand the thermosphere.
The transparencyof the plasmasphereis reducedsubstantiallywhenpitch anglediffusionin the
plasmasphereis included in the calculations. However, the
transmissioncoefficientof the mid-latitudeplasmasphere,
for
our photoelectronfluxes,is significantlylargerthan that calculated by Lejeuneand Wormser[1976]. The coefficientfor backscatteringof photoelectronsfrom the thermosphereincreases
with the mean energy of the incident electronflux spectrum
and decreases
with increasingtopsideF regionplasmacontent.
For typical photoelectronenergy spectra and typical variations of the topsideF regionplasmacontentthe thermosphere
backscatteringcoefficientcan vary by as much as a factor of 2
or more in exceptionalcases.
The plasmaspheretransmissionand the thermospherebackscattering coefficientscan be used to obtain fairly accurate
estimatesof the steadystatephotoelectronflux amplitudein
the plasmasphere
and thermosphere,with the effectsof pitch
anglediffusionand backscatterincluded.Suchestimateshave
beenpresentedfor the steadystateflux at the apexof representative L = 1.4 (Arecibo) magnetic field tubes. These calculations have shownthat the steadystate flux in the plasmasphere is substantiallyenhancedby collisionaland magnetic
containmentof photoelectrons
to plasmaspheric
heights.The
calculatedfluxesare found to lie within the range of measured
photoelectronfluxesin the plasmasphere.
A criticalexamination of the calculatedand experimentalhigh-altitudephotoelectron fluxesthought to support the view that the measured
solar EUV flux [Hinteregger,1970] has been underestimated
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revealsthat thesefluxesdo not havethe requiredaccuracyto

Both pitch anglediffusionin the plasmasphere
and collisional

warrant such a conclusion.

backscatterfrom the thermosphereincluded

It has also beennoted that the usualseparationof photoelectronflux calculationsin the thermosphere
from thosein the
plasmaspheremust be avoidedin favor of a calculationof the
photoelectrondistributionalongthe entire lengthof the magneticfield tube, above,say, 120km. This commonincision--a
cesarcanof expediency
ratherthannecessitymhas
proliferated
a terminology(as: escapeflux, plasmasphere
'transparency,'
thermosphere'reflectivity,' 'transmissionand reflectioncoefficients,'electronalbedo, etc.) which concealsthe essentialcontinuity of the photoelectron distribution along the entire

where

•e + = {To,•e + T=a•B=T•B•To}•ot+

•-

= {T•B•To}•ot +

•a + = •a- = }{Do + D•B•To + D=B=T•T=To}•Oot
+

In the casewhenboththe localand conjugate
ionospheres
are sunlit we can write

length of the magneticfield lines and by now constitutesa No containment whatsoever
hindranceratherthan an aid to the properconceptualization
of the physicalproblem. While it is productiveto consider
•a + = r0• o•0z+
separatelythe processesleadingto theseterms, when the re• A- = To•"•oo+
sultsof suchinvestigations
are appliedto the actualproblem,
they must be temperedby a properappreciationof the rele- Pitchanglediffusionin theplasmasphere
neglected,
collisional
vance of the entire medium within the magneticfield tube to backscatterfrom the thermosphereincluded

theproperties
of thephotoelectron
distributiop.
APPENDIX

Let •0t + and •oc+ be the upward photoelectronfluxesat

•a + = {To•• + T=•eB=T•eToe}•po•
+ + {T•eB•Toe}•poe
+

•a-

{T•eB•To•'}•ot
+ + { ca + T:• B:T• Tf}•0e +

The expressions
for the remainingcasescan be written sim-

1000km overthelocalandconjugate
ionosphere,
respectively, ilarly. In the casefor whichsymmetryis assumed(•0•+ =
obtainedby solvingthetransportequationin theregionbelow •0•,+) and the coe•cients of the same order (i.e., the same
1000 kin, with the boundaryconditionof no incidentflux at
valueof the indexi) are equal,the aboveexpressions
canbe
1000km andtheassumption
thatphotoelectrons
reachingthis furthersimplifiedby combiningvariousterms.
altitudefrombelowarefreeto escape.
Denotebyi thenumber
of traversals
of theplasmasphere,
T•e the plasmasphere
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neglected,Tz the plasmasphere
transmission
coefficient
when

bothpitchanglediffusion
in theplasmasphere
andenergy
loss
to the ambientthermalelectrongasare included,Dt -= TF T•, and B• the thermospherebackscattering
coefficientfor
photoelectrons.
Then the steadystatephotoelectron
flux am-
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